
Visual Arts 90913 Sample 1 – Excellence low 
 

   

Ralph Hotere 
Title: Aramoana 
Date: 1982 
Medium: lacquer on 
corrugated iron and wood 
Size: 3048 x 826 mm  

 
Colour: Black and white with tiny flicks of red – these are coincidentally traditional Maori colours 
although Hotere always said he was an artist who was Maori rather than a Maori artist.  
 
Ralph Hotere stated "I am a Maori by birth and upbringing. As far as my work is concerned this is 
coincidental” 
 
Technique: gestural calligraphic – slashes and cut express how the land is going to be cut up by 
the developers (1)  
Combines aspects of survey style (numbers, symbols lines) which is very careful and calculating 
with gestural personal marks – this represents the clash between the corporate exploitation and 
personal preservation. 
 
Composition:  Centralised with a grid structure (maps and surveying) used to arrange some 
elements – gestural marks fight against the grid structure and order = very symbolic of the struggle 
against the multinational developers.  
 
Form: abstracted – with some hill forms being suggested but not naturalistically described. 
 
Hotere was also influenced by Mark Rothko – an American artist who used big empty abstract 
images to signify spiritual states.   
 
The Aramoana paintings protested against the industrial development of land on the peninsula and 
chopping off a large cliff to gain access.  Hotere was protesting as an environmentalist although he 
could have also claimed the Maori guardianship of the land angle as well. (2)  
 

 

Peter Robinson 
Title: Untitled 
Date: 1994 
Medium: wood, oil, light bulb, tin, wool, 
synthetic polymer paint 
 

 
 
Colour: black white red = traditional Moari colours for Kowhaiwhai – In Kowhaiwhai the more red 
in the design the more wealthy the hapu 
 
Technique: Boxes painted with messages and stacked up – art is supposed to be precious but 
this is made from very non precious materials which is a post-modern ironic contradiction (3)  
 
Composition: Grid structure which Robinson uses a lot. (4)  
 
Form: Words like Colin McCahon 
 

Student 1: Low Excellence 



This work is about how buying and selling art changes what art is – like investment rather than real 
enjoyment or understanding.  And that only rich people can buy art so if they buy something 
because someone told them is was good art – and its not and they lose money – then its there 
own fault because they should have bought something they liked then it wouldn’t matter if it lost 
money. 
 
Robinson did a number of works about being an artist and how to get famous and be successful. 
 

 

Colin McCahon 
Title: A question of faith 
Date: 1970 
Medium: synthetic polymer paint on 
canvas, 
 

 
Colour: Yellow and black – monochrome unified like cubism and Picasso.  
 
Technique: hand written like a letter – strong calligraphic style to make particular words more 
important – previous word paintings by McCahon use white letters on a black background to 
represent the educational aspect of writing lessons on a blackboard with chalk in classrooms. 
 
Composition: Totally full of letters – quite consistent and pattern like except the really important 
words are much bigger so they stand out.  
 
Form: Calligraphic = personal style – personal heartfelt message.  
McCahon felt that painting landscape was not a strong enough way to communicate the important 
message he wanted to get across.   
 
Rachel Buchanan said 
“The work of the great New Zealand painter Colin McCahon was part of the landscape of my 
childhood. …McCahon had this one painting, a black one, that said `Am I Scared Boy (EH)' and, in 
very small letters, `Cry for me'. I was nine when I first saw Scared and boy did I know what he 
meant.” (5) 
 
He really liked how signs on the side of the road selling vegetable clearly communicated there 
message without being fancy.  Like the signs saying “Keep out - Dog” are really honest and direct 
– he wanted his own art to be that powerful.  
 
McCahon influenced the Australian painting Rosalie Gascoigne who uses road signs in her work 
although his paintings have a much stronger political message.  
               

  
Public sign Rosalie Gascoigne  

http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/New+Zealand

